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Absrratt-ThIs paper addresses the FMS scheduling problem.
The objective concerned here is maximizing the meet-due-date
rate. The authors propose two rules forjob sequencing and job
dispatching, two common subtasks In solving this problem. These
two ruler are designed based on the critical ratio values of jobs.
We also propose a mechanism to obtain better performance than
the stand-alone scheduling process via genetic algorithms. With
the nature of design of the proposed job sequencing rule, the
genetic algorithm Is designed not only to improve the schedule
quality but also to save computation time. AU the proposed rules
and Idea are carefully examined through several different
scenarios.
1. INTRODUCTION

Production scheduling is an interesting research field with
long history. The flexible manufacturing system (FMS)
scheduling problem is a classical problem among the topics in
this field. Theoretically it is a NP-hard problem, which means
that there is no polynomial-time solution known to solve this
problem. This property amacts many researchers interested in
algorithm design from the academia. Meanwhile, engineers in
the industry are also concerned about this problem since it can
generally model a lot of real-world manufacturing industry.
In the literature, the F M S scheduling problem was usually
solved by advanced searching mechanisms. Clyde [2] used a
hybrid approach of genetic algorithms (GA) and filtered beam
search (FBS) in a two-stage fashion. Yang [3] combined GA
and dynamic programming (DP). Chambers [5] and
Ponnambalam [6] adopted another well known searching
technique, the tabu search (TS) algorithm. Solutions with GA
as the core are also very popular [7 - 91. Conducting searching
on the Petri-nets [IO, 1I ] was taken into considerations, too.

or scheduling rules, are pervasively used in the industry. The
trend of researches on scheduling rules is toward integration
of multiple rules [I, 4, 12, 131. However, we should notice that
the essence of these rules has vety significant impact on the
performance of their blend. Hence, authors devote to
proposing two high-performance rules based on the “critical
ratio” idea in this paper. They are shown to have performance
much better than the existing rules, even as good as their
blend.

In our design of the sequencing rule, it is parameterized to
be flexible to control its computation time and solution quality.
In this paper, we also propose a GA-based solution that is able
to save computation time while keeping schedule quality by
taking account of the time factor.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section I1 gives the detailed description of our target problem.
In Section 111, the scheduling mechanism and the proposed job
sequencing and dispatchmg rules will be explained clearly.
The design of the time-constrained genetic algorithm is
provided in Section N.Section V contains experiment results
and discussions. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section
VI.
11. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The FMS problem addressed in this paper can be described
as follows:

Although searching mechanisms like GA, TS and FBS are
mature approaches, the searching space will still be too huge if
we applied them directly in the granularity of every decision
to make a schedule, especially when the scale (like the number
of jobs) becomes large. Therefore, we need to seek general
guidelines to help building a schedule efficiently. These
guidelines, usually known as priority dispatching rules @.d.r.)
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There are R routes. For each route-r, it consists of s(r)
ordered stages s,,, s,>, ...
,For each stage sfi, it
defines a corresponding capability cfi. The capability
means the ability to process a certain stage.
0

There are M machines. For each machine rn, it has at
least one capability. In a FMS, a machine usually has
several capabilities, and for one Capability, there are
usually several capable machines.
There are N jobs. Each job is designated a route. A job
is finished if all stages of its route are processed in
order (aka precedence constraint) by machines with
required capabilities.

It takes processing timep, for a station rn to process a
job at a stage requiring capabilityc.

Shortest Setup Time (SST): it gives the highest priority
to the job requiring the shortest setup time if taking it
as the next processing target.

It takes sequence dependent setup (SDS)time ,Tu for a
station to prepare processing a job at a stage requiring
capability I right after processing a job at a stage
requiring capability k.

Shortest Processing Time (SPT): it gives the highest
priority to the job requiring the shortest processing
time for the current stage.

Each machine can process at most one job at a time.
There’s no preemption issue.

Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRFT): it first
calculates the sum of processing time of unfdshed
stages of each job and then gives the highest priority to
the job with the smallest sum.

Each job i has a due date di, which indicates the
tolerable latest time at which this job should be
finished. If a job is finished no later than its due date,
we say it meets the due date; otherwise it is a tardy job.
The primary objective
‘meet-due-date rate ofjobs.

is

to

maximize

the

111. SCHEDULINGMECHANISMS
Solving the FMS problem can be.realized as allocations of
’
machines over time for jobs under constraints l i e capability
and precedence. This task is usually divided into two
subtasks -job sequencing and job dispatching. The former
deals with resource allocation by ordering jobs and’let jobs
occupy machines in that certain order. The latter is responsible
for dispatching the job to an appropriate machine .when it has
more than one choice.
. .
.. - .
As we mentioned-earlier, there are many meFods 9
... .. accomplish the above two subtasks like tree search, dynamic
‘programming, genetic algorithms, etc. In this paper, we take
priority rules as the means. The priority rule is a-kind of
guideline.-The knowledge inside these guidelines is easy to
realize, to transfer and to extend. Priority rules, in‘essence,
solves the,sequencing and dispatching problem by prioritizing
candidates and taking :the one with the highest priority. The
. paradigm of the priority ,rule-based solution .can be

generalized:
When a job tracks into a stage, apply ,the job
dispatching rule to prioritize all capable stations, and
*
dispatch tiie job.to queue at the best one.
~

-

When a machine finishes a job, apply :the job
sequencing rule to prioritize.all jobs queued $ere, and
pick the best one to process next.

in the following two subsections, we’will give the details
of oui proposed sequencing and dispatching rules.
A. . Job Sequencing Rule

~

.

Before looking at our proposed rule, we list several
conventional and faxno~usrules first. These rules will,be taken
.. .as the bencbmirks in our experiments.
~~

Critical Ratio (CR): the slack time is the time left from
current time to the due date, and the critical ratio is
obtained by dividing the remaining processing time by
the slack time. This value is usudly used to indicate
the de& of urgency of ajob. CR then gives the
highest priority tn the job with the largest critical ratio.

Earliest Due Date (EDD):it gives the highest priority
to the job with the earliest dkdate.

Taking a look at these rules, we can find that these rules
determine the next job with consideration of only individual
information of jobs. It can be expected that they can not
provide very good decision with this small amount^ of
information. In our solution, we propose a new sequencing.
rule that takes account of “group information” based on the
concept of the CR rule. The entire procedure is given as
follows:
StepO. A machine .m now needs to determine-which job in
queue is the next one. Mark all queued jobs as
unevaluated.
Stepl. Take an unevaluated job i and assume it &the next job
to process.-Calculate when its current stage s will be
completed by m,say the completion time is f.
Step2. Calculate the critical ratio of all queued jobs at time I.
Step2.1 For the job i, the remaining processing time is
estimated by the sum of minimum processing time
required to process stages after s. The slack time is
d, - f where di is due date of job i;
Step2.2 For other jobs j, the remaining processing time is
estimated by the sum of processing time required to
process its &ent stage d and minimum processing
time required to process stages after S I . As for the
slack time, it is d, - t - T,where T is the sequence
dependent setup time required to change from job i
tojobj.
Step3. Summing critical ratio values of all-queued jobs in
Step2, this value Vi is used to estimate the impact
caused by taking job i as the next processing target.
Step4. Mark job i evaluated. If there are still unevaluated jobs,
go back to Stepl.
StepS. Prioritize queued jobs by giving the highest priority to
the job with the smallest V,
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The main idea of this rule is to pick the job such that the
critical ratios of all jobs are kept minimal after processing it. It
measures the influence upon all related jobs caused by
processing the selected job instead of just making decision
based on comparatively local information, what the traditional
rules do.
To see its time complexity, given n jobs in queue, our rule
will take time in proportion to n’ while the traditional rules
only take time in proportion to n. In order to save computation
time, we add a filtering preprocess at the head of our rule. We
fmt calculate critical ratios of all queued jobs. Then only the
jobs with critical ratios in a predefined interval [L,wwill be
considered in our rule. This preprocess can reduce the
aforementioned number n and thus reduce the computation
time.
Now let us describe the meaning of L and U. The goal of
our rule is selecting a job which is itself urgent and processing
it fmt will still keep all jobs slack. Therefore, for jobs with
small critical ratios, we think that they are not eager to ask for
processing and disregarding it should have little effect on
making a good decision.
Reminding that our objective is to maximize the
meet-due-date rate, and in some cases we fmd that pursuing to
make very pressing jobs meet their due dates is to burn
daylight and even more destroy the chance for other jobs to
meet. Hence, we could set an upper hound of the critical ratio
to filter out these urgent but hopeless jobs and expect doing
that will save a considerable amount of time with the cost of
light deterioration of solution quality.
Before ending this subsection, we resolve a detailed issue
here - how can we calculate the critical ratio if the job is
already overdue (the slack time is negative in this case)? In
our rule, we use two predefined values B and D. B stands for
the base value of the critical ratio if a job is overdue and D is
the increment value added per delay time unit, say a day. Thus
the critical ratio of a tardy job is

B + Dx(de1ay -time)/delay-time-unit

shortest setup time assuming the job is the next
processing target.
Minimum Workload (MWL): it gives the highest
priority to the machine whose sum of processing time
of queued jobs is the smallest.
These rules catch the information of either dynamic status
of machines (MQUSSTMWL) or static properties of
machines (SPT/SST) and then make decisions accordingly.
Since it is known that a decision could be made better with
more information, we try to propose a new rule that adopts
information combining dynamic status and static properties of
both jobs and machines. The answer would be a little
surprising - we take the CR rule, a rule that is not thought to
be used for dispatching, as the basis of ow’dispatching rule,
Minimum Critical Ratio (MCR). The entire procedure is
shown below:
StepO. A job i is waiting to be dispatched to a machine at stage
s at time I. Mark all capable machines as unevaluated.
Stepl. Take an unevaluated machine m, if it is busy, calculate
when it will f ~ s the
h in-process job, say finish time$
If it is idle, setfequivalent to I.
Step2. Calculate the sequence dependent setup time T for
machine m to process job i.
Step3. Estimate the remaining processing time ‘pf of job i the sum of processing time of stage s on machine m and
minimum processing time required to process
remaining stages afters.
Step4. Calculate the slack time slt of job i by d, -fd, is the due date ofjoh i.

T,where

Step5 Calculate the critical ratio by dividing tpfby sh. This
value V , will be used to decide which machine is the
best choice.
Step6. Mark machine m evaluated. If there is still unevaluated
machine, go back to Stepl.
Step7. Give the highest priority to the machine with the
smallest V,.

B. Job Dispatching Rule
After showing our job sequencing rule, we will describe
our dispatching rule in this subsection. Before doing that,
similarly, we list several pervasively used rules here. They are
also taken as the benchmarks in our experiments.
Minimum Queue Length (MQL): it gives the highest
priority to the machine with the shortest queue.
Shortest Processing Time (SPT): it gives the highest
priority to the machine that can process the job with
the shortest processing time.
Shortest Setup Time (SST): it gives the bighest priority
to the machine that can process the job with the

From the procedure, we can easily realize the concept of
this “minimum critical ratio” dispatching rule. It takes
information including remaining processing time of jobs
(dynamic status of jobs), due date of jobs (static property of
jobs), processing time at current stage (static property ofjobs
and machines), setup time required (static property and
dynamic status of machines) and f ~ s htime of machines
(dynamic status). With such abounding information, our rule
could dispatch the job to a very suitable machine.
IV. TIME-CONSTRANZD
GENETIC
ALGORITHM
In OUT testing process of the proposed job sequencing and
dispatching rules, the meet-due-date rates of the resulting
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.

schehule are usually very satisfying. Only in few cases, the
meet-due-date rates are not high enough. We soan th@ of the
parameters in the job sequencing rule, L,U,B and D. After
some manual testing, we found that the meet-due-date,ratecan
be improved with appropriate tuning of values of.these four
parameters. Now the problem is - what are the appropriate
values?
-Determiningthe values can be easily formed as a searching
problem. We are searching for a.''good" quadruple' of real
numbers. Genetic algorithms have been known to be a simple,.
elegant and effective searching algorithms for a long time.
There are so many applications of GA in the field of
production scheduling, and the authors also have experience
of applying it to solve semiconductor manufacturing
scheduling problem. In ow approach he&, we again resort to
this powerful tool to solve some particularly complicated
problem instances.
GA was motivated by'simulating the evolution process of
the nature. To apply it on problem solving, fmt we need to
encode solutions to be genomes. Then a group-of genomes,
aka a population, will evolve to be another population based
-.on the fitness values of genomes. in GA, we usually. say the
population evolves from generation to generation. The fitness
value of a genome represents the quality of its corresponding
solution, and the evolution process consists of several genetic
operators including selection, crossover, mutation and
. rep~mduction.
. .

.
.
.

'

.

~

- The design of a genetic algorithm usually comprises 'five
parts - genome coding, initial population, fitness function,
geneticpperators, and'genetic parameters. They are given as
: below:

.'

.

I. Geriome ertcoding: The-structye~of genome here is very
. concise. It has 'four. genes representing the parameters
L,U,B and D. The range of values of L,U and D is [OJ],.
ind the range of value of B is [ 1,2]. They are real numbers.

2. Initialpopulation: Here we use~randomcreation. Values of
four genes are^ generated randoply according to their
ranges.

3..Fitnessfunction: in this part, we proposed a new idea. In
the traditional use of GA, evaluating genomes usually takes
equivalent amount of computation time. However, in our
.case, different L and B would cause evaluation to take quite
different amount of time, as we have mentioned in
subsection II1.A: -In our design here, we @e both
..
meetdue-date rate and computation &e as indices in the
fitness function. To calculate the fitness value of a genome,
f m t we obtain the normalized values of both indices based
con the minimum and 'maximuin values ,of the indices
among all genomes in the'population. Then the fitness
value is the sum of two normalized values.
4. Genetic operators:

crossover: we use the two-point crossover operator. It
randomly picks two points and then exchanges the
section enclosed by these two points between two
selected parents
mutation: we use the single-gene mutation operator. It
randomly picks one gene and sets its value as a
randomly generated value in the range.
reproduction: we keep one-fourth best genomes,
mate(selection/crossoverlmutation)
to
generate
one-half genomes and randomly create the remaining
one-fourth genomes.

5 . Genetic parameters:
population size and generation size : 10. .

"

- .

selection: we use the roulette wheel selection operator,
which selects a genome with the probability in
proportion to its fitness value.

mutation rate: 5%.

V. EXPERIMENT
RESULTS
This section gives the experiment results on comparisons
of our proposed approach with representative benchmarks. It
will be presented in three subsections, which provide the
results about our job sequencing rule (Enhanced Critical Ratio,
ECR), job dispatching rule (Minimum Critical Ratio, MCR)
and time-constrained
.
GA (TCGA) in order.
A. The Effect ofECR
In testing ECR, we create three data-sets "light", "medium"
and "tight", each including ten problem instances. The general
specification of these three data sets is 10 routes, each with 5 IO stages, 20 machines, processing time 0.5 - 4 hours, setup
time 0.5 - 2 hours and 100jobs. Since we focus on testing the
effect of sequencing rules, here each capability is owned by
only one machine. The ranges of due dates of jobs of three
data sets are [20,30], [15,30] and [15,25].

The five benchmarks CR, EDD, SST, SRPT and SPT are
already described. For the rule LC5, it means a linear
weighted combination of five conventional rules. This is a
well-known enhancement. Readers may read the authors'
paper [I] to see the details. Here we set the same weights to
each rule. As for ECR and ECR(O.2), the former has no
filtering preprocess and the later sets the lower b u n d of the
critical ratio of concerned jobs as 0.2. Total tardy hours are the
sum of tardy hours of all jobs, and total difference hours are
the sum of difference ofjob finish time and job due date of all
jobs. They are given here as a reference to see the effects of
our rule. All values in the following tables are average
values among ten problem instances in each data set. A
symbol * is used to denote the best rule for an index.
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looks like that. They are trying to interpret the schedule and
understand the knowledge inside it. Readers m a y notice that
LC5 is somewhat a good rule according to the four measures.
It indeed is and the authors have utilized it before. The point is
that it is difficult to explain it very well to users of the
scheduler. What does it mean to combine five rules? How can
we combine rules focusing on difference indices? The
combination of rules enhances their ability but meanwhile
makes it mysterious and blurs its meaning. The ECR rule does
not have this problem. The concept of this rule is well
acceptable hy users. It follows the same idea from the head to
the tail taking care of the critical ratios.

Table 1. Effects of ECR in the “light” data sct

-

Table 2. ENects of ECR in the “medium”data set

E. The Effectof MCR
The data sets used to test our dispatching rule, MCR, are
similar to those described in the previous subsection. The
primary difference between three data sets “few”. “some” and
“many” is the number of capable machines for one capability.
The value is 3, 4 and 5 for them respectively. We use these
values to examine the effects of dispatching rules when there
are “few”, “some” and “many” choices during dispatching
process. Besides, in the data set “few”, processing time ranges
from 0.5 to 3 hours, and in the other two data sets, it ranges
from 0.5 to 7 hours. This is used to represent different degrees
of the variety of machines.

Table 3. Effech of ECR in the “light”data sct

The benchmarks are all described in subsection 1II.B. And
the concerned performance indices are the same as what we
have in testing the job sequencing rules.
Tablc 4. Effectsof MCR in the “few” data set

From the experiment results, we can see that our ECR rule
always behave well on improving the meet-due-date rate.
When the due dates of jobs get tighter, the performances of
conventional NI= appear to be worse. For the other two
referenced measurements, total tardy hours and total
difference hours, the ECR rule still performs well. It implies
that this rule not only raises the meetdue-date rate in the
factory hut also keeps jobs finished just in time and thus
reduces the cost of inventory management.
The only one item over which conventional rules have
superiority is computation time. However, in ow experience of
cooperating with real-world manufacturers, twenty seconds
and one second actually do not have huge difference to them.
If the computation time is really critical, we are able to reduce
computation time by our filtering preprocess while keeping
good performance. This is what the last rows, ECR(O.Z), in the
three tables above tell us.
During cooperation with manufacturers, managers of
production lines are always eager to know why the schedule

Table 5. Effects of MCR in the “some” data set

I

Imeet-due- Icomwtation ltotal tardvltotal

diff.1

Table 6. Effects of MCR in the ‘‘many”data set

I

Imeet-due- Icomnutation ltotal tardvltotal
13.36
14.68
3.74
MCR
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diff.1

The experiment results show that OUT MCR rule has the
best performance in meet-due-date rate and total tardy hours.
With more choices, this superiority is more significant. The
rules MQL and MWL perform well in the data set ’:few”. In
that case the number of machines to choose is small and the
difference between machines is not obvious, +d thus
distributing jobs evenly will be a good principle. Doing this is
also helpful to decrease computation time required when
applying the ECR sequencing rule since the number of queued
jobs on each machine is approximately equivalent. However,
when the number of choices gets large and machines become
quite different from each other, these two rules both:produce
very bad outcomes.

C. The Effect of TCGA

. .
~.

~

ECR
ord-GA
TCGA

Table 7.Effecfs ofTCGA

meetdue-date rate
0.656
0.720
0.724

computation time (sec)
18.16
254.01
221.18

The experiment results show that OUT new idea can save
around 12% computation time on average while the
meet-due-date rate is kept as good as what the ordinary GA
can do. Actually the time-constrained GA produces the same
meet-due-date rates as the ordinary GA does in eight cases,
and a higher rate and a lower rate for the other two cases.
VI..CONCLUSIONS

-.

.

.
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